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Sun
Ever back and forth, ebb and flow,
From dawn to dusk, from high to low,
Clockwork in all that comes and goes,
Spread throughout as subtle echoes,
When light falls a re-birth follows,
New doors open as old ones close,
Truths at heart we all truly know,
Freed potential that grows and grows,
With promises of tomorrows,
Promises that soothe the unknown,
Up above us casting shadows,
By what's lighted, our path is shown,
Light that lights up the path we chose,
Our path that he already knows,
To high up heights having had rose,
From mighty he, all but borrows.



Volknut
Inter-woven heaven and hell,
Here too, where we currently dwell,
Words, wisdom and well crafted spells,
The route that's read from subtle tells,
Map of all above and below,
Plotted out paths to highs from lows,
The most noble path to follow,
Missteps step you into into hell's throes,
In time an unsure path won't hold,
Purging flames bring life to the old,
Walk true to the path that you chose,
All chapters must come to a close,
Yesterday's world slowly dissolves,
Let open eyes be guides to goals,
Yield in the moment to the flow,
The journey is what makes you whole.



Web of Wyrd
Future, past and all that's unseen,
All that has and has not yet been,
Foreshadowed by a great unknown,
The now, the future and what's gone,
Twines of fate get slowly unwound,
A core force that's always around,
Well weathered cogs grind with each turn,
Chaos has no rules to discern,
Blind applied patterns see you burned,
Use faith to face the unproven,
The fine line between some and none,
Step forth whatever is to come,
In the stars, our story's written,
Traced out predetermined patterns,
Give and take, discord and union,
That, that is to be changed by none.



Horns of Woden
Awake the spirit of the land,
Pipe the pipe and together band,
Wanted support or protection,
Heeded from any direction,
Together stood on higher ground,
Help that is there when overwhelmed,
A war cry and a call to arms,
Calls answered to save one from harm,
A thunderous call that commands,
Help from they with blood of the land,
With swords raised high for the same side,
Sounds of war echo far and wide,
Risen up to fight the good fight,
Folk you trust to your left and right,
Unspoken bonds that tightly ties,
The voice of the clan is the guide.



Safe Journey
Place passing by land, sky or sea,
A shield held high protecting me,
Dangers pass, with worse fates unseen,
A dagger gets held discretely,
Fearing not unfamiliar scenes,
Know no danger will come to be,
To where destined to be, Godspeed,
On a path never before been,
Making tracks on a chosen steed,
Riding forth and taking the lead,
Long and winding or sweet and brief,
Journeying forth in all safety,
Toward the rest haven we seek,
A guiding hand's there if we need,
Lighting all that is unforeseen,
Safe here and on paths in-between.



Lasting Love
All is fair so we need not rules,
Helpless but to heed our fate's call,
Like when first in love we did fall,
In love, but certainly not fools,
One another's touch can calm all,
Eyes meet an immortal smile,
Love freshened by acts big and small,
Vowed to be forever faithful,
Each other needed to make whole,
Willed to go the extra mile,
Blessed to find the mate to your soul,
Hearts flutter with a hand to hold,
A kiss able to pause the world,
Promises banded up in gold,
Passion, with no words can be told,
Love that lasts and never gets old.



Good Luck
Good luck in all you undertake,
The path chosen leads the right way,
Destiny that's yours to create,
Fortune's yours whilst playing it straight,
Walking the path with spirits raised,
The fates showed a favorable fate,
Sunlight shines on the path you take,
Life's whatever of it you make,
Today all will fall into place,
Resolve unchanged whatever's faced,
Skies clear and that way they will stay,
Ready and able come what may,
Having faced up and conquered all,
For want there is no need for call,
With the promise of a gold hoard,
Settle all scores and wipe the board.



Protect Home
Home's seen though here a castle stands,
Gods watch over protected land,
Of all now able to withstand,
A clear cut line drawn in the sand,
Battle claimed peace for those inside,
Here favor of the Gods resides,
In this fortress that has been made,
Good will welcome all else forbade,
A haven to live out your days,
Safe here whatever comes your way,
Unseen high walls make all secured,
Lay down your guard and rest assured,
Vows of protection said aloud,
A mighty fortress to enshroud,
With love, peace and goodwill abound,
For kin this here is hallowed ground.



Be Strong
The strength's within for all to bear,
All fortune favours they who dare,
Pulsed red blood of a warrior,
Great might to break down barriers,
Not woe'd by weights on one's shoulders,
Destined to ever on soldier,
Facing all and ever bolder,
To bear the brunt and not falter,
Warring will to fight your corner,
A drawn line none dare cross over,
Praise the life that makes you stronger,
Willed to sate deep-seated hunger,
Grow strong with the blessings of care,
Be counted should calls fill the air,
If it is earned, then claim your share,
Strong in spirit for all to fare.



Protect Folk
Go take your birthright with a sword,
Slit the throats of the foe-filled hoard,
Cleanse your land of all foreign lords,
Burn to ash all of the false gods,
Don't let anyone write your words,
Let the foes know fear and run scared,
Stare down all those who want you dead,
Let them know you will have their head,
What's yours is yours, let it be said,
Arise when by weak being led,
For kin not invading forces,
Drag through streets, traitors as corpses,
Sound war cries to wake the Wyvern,
Spit flame on threats to our haven,
Band together with honest men,
Fight for all that's worth defending.



Good Health
Happy within one's skin and self,
Feeling the best you've ever felt,
Ready for what may well be dealt,
Needing for no spell to be spelt,
Feeling now that you're at your best,
Rested, feeling fully refreshed,
Ready for whatever comes next,
Ready when if put to the test,
With verve infused with every breath,
With the spirit of youth, be blessed,
Fully replenished with each rest,
Go forth at your spirit's behest,
Pearls remain from the bloom of youth,
Not held back in the life you choose,
From what's dealt, a royal hand's held,
Here and now in the best of health.



Find Inspiration
Seeds get planted from all you know,
From a thought, an idea gets grown,
Subtle signs that give you a cue,
Threads from which inspiration's drew,
Take a pause and then start a new,
Still your mind so it comes to you,
Have faith that your path continues,
Honed on what one vies to reach to,
A barren garden that then blooms,
That, that's sighted in cluttered rooms,
Out of nothing comes a breakthrough,
Strive to keep open that window,
Fruits born out of paths that you choose,
Embers of thoughts grow into use,
Within a still mind, fresh streams flow,
See it as you choose to do so.



Have Joy
To be graced with a lit up face,
Prize the beauty about the place,
Smiling eyes and a loving gaze,
Joy as a blessing to your days,
If call look from the other side,
Potential comes with each sunrise,
Gods smile down when you realize,
Opened eyes give much better sight,
Dark things light when turned to the light,
Manifest the best kind of life,
Things happen if you think they might,
Let the sun within you burn bright,
There exists beauty all around,
The smallest things can be profound,
Within a stream there may lay gold,
Gifted kind acts can mean the world.



Be Fertile
Ripened fruit from flowers in bloom,
Earth that gets ploughed and tended to,
Fragrant cues that fill up a room,
Signs and symbols subtly brew,
From but a seed, potential grew,
Ready to yield some perfect fruit,
A change within that's taken root,
Fresh verve and mood plays a prelude,
A change that you cannot unseat,
Steadily rising felt heartbeats,
To goddesses yield defeat,
A radiant, glowing beauty,
Unbound potentiality,
That which from a seed came to be,
Flames within with a rising heat,
A cycle that again repeats.



Inner Peace
Slow and steady, inhaled deep breaths,
Time will help to re-birth focus,
A sacred place where all's at rest,
Within becoming replenished,
Balance within will be regained,
Wild roaming horses become tamed,
What's created to be maintained,
All perceived trouble will now fade,
A soft recital of a psalm,
Savour the moment as all's calm,
Now as it is, and still the same,
A sacred place that stays unchanged,
All as it should be in its place,
Escape to having your own space,
Inaction as a saving grace,
Content, having gained inner peace.



Heal
Breathing in and out, healing breaths,
Recuperate with soothing rest,
Soon to awake fully refreshed,
Becoming restored to one's best,
Feeling fully revitalized,
Given a brand-new lease of life,
Having again in you the fight,
A restoring of inner might,
Essence of healing herbs and words,
Regroup so as to go onward,
Verve once missing, now re-gifted,
With thoughts and prayers, be uplifted,
With good rest, one will recover,
Soon this chapter will be over,
With a warm embrace, find the cure,
Awake tomorrow much stronger.



Grow Wise
Ever fewer mistakes to make,
Find a lesson to with you take,
Navigate that with which you're faced,
Know the whole from but just a taste,
Timing's what makes a moment great,
Hone skills so they're not gone to waste,
Know the path from prior steps made,
Pay no price for tolls to be paid,
Wisdom's mother must be embraced,
With great gifts, the unknown is laced,
Live what you learn to transcend states,
With patience, wisdom opens gates,
Curiosity's there to sate,
Act for tomorrow's far too late,
From out the rough, pick out the pearls,
Have all to go far in this world.



Joyous Day
Blue skies mixed with warming sun rays,
Today will be a joyous day,
All things start to fall into place,
All is now playing out your way,
A blessed day with which to be graced,
Favour has been found with the fates,
Graciously savouring the taste,
Today a smile adorns your face,
In favourable ways cards are laid,
You're blessed to be dealt this here ace,
Yours to use in the best of plays,
Now is the time, so do not wait,
All gets played out at your own pace,
Only right steps are to be made,
To act seems right with actions weighed,
The here and now is yours to make.



Success in Love
A union, not a rendezvous,
Challenges faced and worked on through,
Along with the other one grew,
Success in love awaits for you,
Glazed over eyes show what's inside,
Someone who can stay by your side,
And within who you can confide,
Sharing a journey in this life,
In the moment to keep passion,
Great things play out without planning,
Promises bound with a cut stone,
Better together than alone,
Embrace love and discard the mask,
Focus on the now not the past,
Two that share an intertwined path,
Together, making sure love lasts.



Grow Friendship
Reaching out to a kindred soul,
Someone who can help make you whole,
A place to share within this world,
Together reaching a shared goal,
Seeded to breakout of one's shell,
Want the best for others as well,
Breaking of the ice with a smile,
Willing to go the extra mile,
Together, standing side by side,
Together taking greater strides,
Together, tying tighter ties,
To share together in life's ride,
Someone on whom you can depend,
To have your back and lend a hand,
Volumes get spoken through actions,
Finding someone that understands.



Successful Dialogue
Look into one another's eyes,
Choose there to be nothing to hide,
If you needn't fight chose not sides,
There's things far worse than dented pride,
Honest steps are walked by the wise,
One by one chip away at lies,
If truths, they cannot be denied,
Hard truths taste better when made nice,
Revelations flood like a tide,
Breakthroughs cannot ever subside,
A silk tongue brings a compromise,
Always choose peace over a fight,
In a dance of our words and eyes,
Only with truths are wrongs made right,
Cure truths hidden in acts of slight,
Let each see from the other's side.



Renewed Stability
Overcome strife and settled down,
Harmony spurs something profound,
Feet that's firmly placed on the ground,
To nowhere unknown being bound,
All background noise to be turned down,
Chaos willed to be turned around,
Familiar footing again found,
The sun shines through breaks in the clouds,
Break free from cycles caught within,
Time out from needless happenings,
A more grounded way of being,
Stilled until the slate is wiped clean,
New perspectives can be calming,
Reach a deeper sense of meaning,
Cleansing winds blow in better things,
What is out reflects what is in.



Peace After Loss
A flame with a glow that remains,
A smile grown from a spoken name,
Memories hold warm in our hearts,
From loved ones we never depart,
In peace now, for eternity,
A place that is restful to be,
Coming to terms with all the change,
With us now forever to stay,
Whilst stood here in remembrance,
In one's heart is a felt presence,
Here on earth in a resting place,
Up above within heaven's gates,
Here in spirit, not quite the same,
Prayers issue all we wished to say,
In honour, glasses will be raised,
Blessed to by they having been graced.



Manifest Change
Words and action are not the same,
Calculate risk and make the play,
Great things grow forth from smaller gains,
The smallest things bring about change,
Ensure that first steps lead the way,
Grasp every moment of the day,
Learned so not to hesitate,
Do all you can, you needn't wait,
Within comfort zones don't remain,
Walk not the same path yet again,
Breathe into life a creation,
Dare to step above your station,
Pull back veils to show what's hidden,
Don't just wait for things to happen,
A catalyst to spur one on,
better to make a move, than none.



Charisma
The back and forth, the give and take,
Moments awaiting you to make,
Standing tall in the centre stage,
A presence made, that's there to stay,
Mirror for all one wants to see,
Hearts are to be won with sweet ease,
All that's needed is just to be,
Kind words and wide smiles are free,
Without work, conjuring a spark,
Presence that leaves a lasting mark,
Royal suits played in what's to pass,
Soldiers in arms is no big ask,
A dance is made that fits the pace,
A smile gets smiled in the right place,
Impressions made with but a taste,
Moments get played out without haste.



Reach Goals
Time's precious and is not to waste,
With all hardship, virtue is laced,
You have final say of your fate,
There's nought too great for you to face,
Take small steps till a goal is reached,
Reality's formed from your speech,
One knows not all they can achieve,
Aim for the highest sighted peak,
No matter if the hour's late,
Move forth and do not hesitate,
Feel deep within your thirst to sate,
Make moves to elevate your state,
Move through doors to open the gates,
The other side has fruit to taste,
To not heed calls is a great weight,
Do not wait when there's moves to make.



Gain Confidence
Make your mark when it is needed,
Listen for calls to be heeded,
Seek the horizon and beyond,
Step forth to build what's come undone,
Tempted by what's unabated,
Face off the challenge unaided,
To a younger you, be more bold,
Dragons must be slain to claim gold,
Grow roots so foundations are laid,
Lessons well learned never quite fade,
Thoughts shan't mull before actions made,
Best to be by the moment swayed,
Build upon what has been seeded,
Will to be, and you will succeed,
With a voice found to make a stand,
Lead with an unwavering hand.



Know Yourself
You're who you were in days now gone,
Coupled with potential within,
Every day is a beginning,
Know your strengths and play up to them,
Truly at home within your skin,
Aware of wants and seeds for whims,
Listen to the servants within,
Knowing what is coming and when,
Do not hide from hard to hear truths,
All have wants for forbidden fruit,
See clear what does and doesn't suit,
Know where ideas have taken root,
Toward one's sovereign self have love,
Know to say enough is enough,
Strength comes from within and above,
Know what it is you are made of.



Re-Connect
Find a place you can call your own,
Become in touch and feel at home,
A chance to strengthen connections,
A moment of thought whilst alone,
Take in all that is around you,
Become replenished and renewed,
Need not what for which you've no use,
Needless burdens should be cut loose,
Become one with all that surrounds,
Spread your roots deep within the ground,
know what for you truly have need,
From all else, you can become freed,
Feel the cool air against your skin,
Smell the scents of the surroundings,
Listen to distant, subtle sounds,
Feel your breaths bring within the out.



Transcend
Transcend and become more aware,
Masking clouds in time disappear,
Gain greater knowing than before,
With perspective, all becomes clear,
A state of being stripped of fear,
New answers to questions appear,
In view comes the complete picture,
All is seen from a higher sphere,
From truth seeker, to truth speaker,
As eyes open, we find answers,
Old thoughts lose worth to remember,
More makes sense, more so than ever,
No thing can remain as they are,
Pieces placed for change to occur,
A change within begins to stir,
Your old self reduced to cinder.



Culture
How things now are and how they were,
A way of being that all share,
Shared meanings that bring us closer,
Grand and small working together,
Reverence for our forefathers,
That which we both live and die for,
The reason to trust your neighbours,
A shared aim that makes all better,
When called on, together as one,
The flag one flies, flies not alone,
Met by an out stretched open hand,
Kin is someone by which to stand,
A kingdom built on hardened stone,
High up walls to protect our own,
Spirit and tales that carry on,
Safe in this here realm we call home.



Dark to Light
Move forth from here and on to there,
Move forward without any fear,
Opportunities will appear,
All steps must be taken with care,
Light from a spark out wins the dark,
Act with honour, true to your heart,
Will to power, never cower,
A healing light will empower,
The path itself is one's story,
Challenge to the ordinary,
From the same refrain now break free,
Brighter futures are yours to see,
Step forth as new beginnings near,
Beat back shadows so light shines here,
Still turmoil, so all darkness clears,
Toward the light the fates now steer.



Thank-you for reading.

Kind regards,
 Christian Lacdael.
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